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LAWLEY UPDATE 15 Term 4 No. 2 2016
Since the last Update, the school community has farewelled the 2016 Year 12 cohort. This followed the
traditional pattern of a breakfast, assembly and photograph. It is pleasing to report that the cohort exited the school with dignity with no vandalism, little
disruption and limited impact on younger students.
Whilst the final Year 12 assembly was the usual pattern, the group demonstrated respect for their younger peers. The assembly was treated to some outstanding musical performances and acknowledged several
excellent students.
Congratulations are extended to the following award
winners:
t"OESFX%BWJT.FNPSJBM"XBSE"SU
Ella
t"OESFX%BWJT.FNPSJBM"XBSE.VTJD
Drew
t5IF1SJODJQBMT"SU1SJ[F5IF4BHJUUF:PN5PW
Kelly Keung
5IF%BWJTBOE:PN5PWBXBSETBSJTFGSPNGBNJMZUSBHFEJFTBOESFNFNCFSCPUI"OESFXBOE4BHJUUFUISPVHI
the achievements of students who excel in the disciplines of music and art, subjects they both enjoyed.
5IF:FBS  "XBSET FWFOJOH JT TDIFEVMFE GPS5IVSTday, 17 November 2016 at the Hyatt Regency Hotel.
%FUBJMTIBWFCFFOQSPWJEFEUPGBNJMJFT
5IF8"$&FYBNJOBUJPOTDPNNFODFEUIJTXFFLXJUI
some conducted at school and others, at different locations.
Year 11 and Year 10 examinations conclude this week
and following feedback, both year groups commence
&BSMZ4UBSUXIFSFUIFZBEWBODFJOUPUIFOFYUZFBS5IF
effective date is 9 November 2016.
The Year 9 camp, often considered a highlight of a
.PVOU -BXMFZ 4)4 .JEEMF 4DIPPM DBSFFS  UPPL QMBDF
last week. The students participated in a number of
team and individual activities and commenced their
USBOTJUJPOUP4FOJPS4DIPPM5IBOLTUP.S3BQIBFMBOE
.S/JDIPMTGPSUIFXPSLJOQMBOOJOHBOEEFMJWFSJOHUIF
activity and the staff who attended, making the camp
possible.
Milton Butcher, Principal

CONGRATULATIONS
Elysse Hislop 12H3 and
Dimity Dennis 12O3 have
CFFO TFMFDUFE GPS UIF  8"
4FOJPS 7PMMFZCBMM 1FBSMT 4UBUF
league team. Congratulations
to both girls for their
selections and we wish them
success in their upcoming
games.
Jinglun (Lucy) 9F6 and
Izabelle 9H5
+JOHMVO -VDZ   BOE *[BCFMMF
have been awarded a joint
TFDPOE QSJ[F JO  #MBDL
4XBO 1SJ[F :PVUI 1PSUSBJUVSF
1SJ[F JO UIF )JHI 4DIPPM
%JWJTJPO:FBST

Ben 7SO2XBTBXBSEFETFDPOEQSJ[FJO#MBDL
4XBO 1SJ[F :PVUI 1PSUSBJUVSF 1SJ[F JO UIF )JHI
4DIPPM%JWJTJPO:FBST

Oscar 10F1
Oscar has been selected as one of four finalists in
UIF$VMUVSBM&OEFBWPVSTDBUFHPSZPGUIF8":PVUI
"XBSET8FXJTIIJNBMMUIFCFTUGPSIJTVQDPNJOH
panel interview.

Felicity 8O1
*O0DUPCFS'FMJDJUZDPNQFUFEJOUIF8"#.94UBUF
Championships, 13 year old girls where she became
state champion for a 3rd time in a row.
Felicity will be off to Victoria in November to
DPNQFUFGPSUIF7JDUPSJBO#.94UBUF$IBNQJPOTIJQT
in the 13 year old girl category.

EVENTS CALENDAR
7 November Monday&BSMZ4UBSU#FHJOT:FBST 3PMMPWFS
9 November Wednesday 8.45-10.15am Coffee Club
10 November Thursday
/FX1SFGFDUTQBSFOUTBGUFSOPPOUFBQN
15 November Tuesday 47"1"8FMDPNF/JHIUQN
A THOUGHT
"OFEVDBUJPOJTOUIPXNVDIZPVIBWFDPNNJUUFEUPNFNPSZ PSFWFO
IPXNVDIZPVLOPX*UTXIBUZPVLOPXBOEXIBUZPVEPOU
Anatole France
Please support our Green initiative by reading the rest of this Update
online at P & C Website http://mlshspc.org.au or
on school website www.lawley.wa.edu.au
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MOUNT LAWLEY SHS
HEALTH COMMITTEE
5IF .PVOU -BXMFZ 4)4 )FBMUI
Committee is concerned by the
number of students who ride
bikes to school with no helmet
at all or with a helmet hanging
from the handlebars.
If your child rides to school,
please can you have a discussion about the implications of
not wearing a helmet, not only
the fact that a fall can lead to
a serious head injury but also
that it is a legal requirement to
wear a bike helmet when riding
JO8" BOE GBJMVSF UP EP TP DBO
SFTVMUJOBöOFGSPNUIF1PMJDF
Reducing injuries:
" CJDZDMF IFMNFU JT EFTJHOFE UP PòFS UIF XFBSFS QSPUFDUJPO
and if worn correctly, decrease the risk of head injury by up to
"O"VTUSBMJBO5SBOTQPSU4BGFUZ#VSFBVSFQPSUUIBUTVNmarised multiple research papers on helmet issues concluded
that:
Cyclists who do not wear bicycle helmets are twice as likely
to suffer head, brain and facial injuries as cyclists who wear
helmets Non-helmeted cyclists are three times more likely to
be killed as a result of a crash
.
"CJDZDMFIFMNFUUIBUIBTCFFOEBNBHFECZIJHIGPSDFJNQBDU
or heat damage can not offer the wearer the same level of protection and should not be worn.
#JDZDMFDSBTIFTBOEGBMMTPGUFOPDDVSXIFOESJWFSTPGPUIFSWFhicles fail to see the cyclist or wheeled device rider. Wearing
fluorescent or bright coloured clothing can increase the visibility of riders in the traffic environment.
Selecting a bicycle helmet
"CJDZDMFIFMNFUNVTU
.FFU UIF "VTUSBMJBO 4UBOEBSET *G UIF TBGFUZ TUBOEBSET IBWF
CFFONFUUIFCJDZDMFIFMNFUXJMMDBSSZUIF"VTUSBMJBO4UBOEBSET"4PS"4/;MBCFM
Fit and fasten securely to provide the level of protection that is
has been designed to offer the wearer in the event of a crash.
%PUIFAQVTIUFTUUPNBLFTVSFUIFIFMNFUJTBTOVHöU*GZPV
can push the helmet backwards, forwards or sideways once
ZPVWFEPOFVQUIFDMJQT JUTUPPCJH%POUCVZBTFDPOEIBOE
IFMNFUoUIFSFTOPXBZPGLOPXJOHJGUIFQSFWJPVTPXOFSIBT
EBNBHFEJUJOBOBDDJEFOU"MXBZTSFQMBDFIFMNFUTBGUFSBOJNpact or accident
"TLBUFCPBSEJOHIFMNFUTIPVMEQSPUFDUUIFCBDLPGZPVSDIJMET
head, so a bike helmet is the wrong shape for skateboarding.
5IFSF JT OP "VTUSBMJBO 4UBOEBSE GPS TLBUFCPBSEJOH IFMNFUT
You can still use the tips above to get the right fit.
Set a good example for
your child by always wearJOHBIFMNFUXIFOZPVSF
riding a bike, scooter or
skateboard.

CONGRATULATIONS
Aruwa 7F2 received a Commended Certificate
GSPN UIF OBUJPOBM %PSPUIFB .BDLFMMBS 1PFUSZ
"XBSETBOEIFSQPFNJTUPCFGFBUVSFEJOUIF
2016 anthology of best poems. The judges
comments on her poem were; “There is enormous wisdom in this poem.”
Life.....!
-JGFJTOPUBQSPCMFNUPCFTPMWFE
but a reality to be experience.
-JGFJTBESFBNGPSUIFXJTF
When life gives you a hundred reasons to cry,
then show life that you have thousand reasons to smile!
&OKPZUIFMJUUMFUIJOHTJOMJGF
because one day you will look back,
and realise they were the big things.
*UTCFUUFSUPMPPLCBDLBOETBZi*DBOUCFMJFWFUIBU*EJEJUw
UIBOUPMPPLCBDLBOETBZi*XJTI*EJEUIBUw
-JGFJTMJLFBDPJO
you can spend it any way you wish,
but you spend it only once.
&OKPZMJGFUPEBZ
yesterday is gone and tomorrow may never come.
-JGFJTTIPSU
break the rules, forgive quickly,
love truly, laugh uncontrollably,
and never regret anything that made you smile.
Some people come in your life as blessings,
others come in your life as lessons.
Your best teacher is your last mistake,
ZPVDBOUTUBSUUIFOFYUDIBQUFSPGZPVSMJGF
if you keep re-reading the last one.
-*'&*4"(*'5 %0/58"45&*5
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Parent Newsletter Article SUPPORTING SCHOOL DIARY,
With the DIARY EXTRACT FOR THE WEEK
Funded by School P & C . Source : The Learning Curve

WEEK 38 – EXAM, ASSESSMENT COMPETENCE/ READING
EFFECTIVELY
Wellbeing Element – Skills and Achievement
Character Strength – Bravery
Wellbeing Fitness Challenges: Year 7-9 Discovery LearningYears 10-12 – Adventure Eat

WEEK 37 – EXAM/ ASSESSMENT/ TEST QUESTIONING
CONFIDENCE
Wellbeing Element: Positive Engagement
Character Strength: Curiosity
Wellbeing Fitness Challenges: Years 7-9 –You Matter,
Years 10-12 – Move More

In life there are practices which reap more benefits than others
tFòFDUJWFSFBEJOH UFTUBOEFYBNSFWJTJPOBOEQSFQBSBUJPOBSFOPEJòFSFOU
tJOUSPEVDJOHTUVEFOUTUPCFTUQSBDUJDFJOUIFTFBSFBTXJMMDVMUJWBUFHSPXUINJOETFUTUPEFWFMPQSFTPVSDFGVMIBCJUTUPTUSJWF
UISJWFBOEøPVSJTIPOFYBNT UFTUTBOEBTTFTTNFOUUBTLT

1FSGPSNJOHXFMMJOUFTUTBOEFYBNTSFMJFTPO
tCFJOHBCMFUPVOEFSTUBOEXIBUJTCFJOHBTLFE SFUSJFWJOHUIFSFMFWBOUJOGPSNBUJPOGSPNUIFCSBJOBOETIBQJOHBOBQQSPQSJBUFBOTXFS
tPGUFOTUVEFOUTBOTXFSUIFRVFTUJPOUIFZUIJOLJTCFJOHBTLFESBUIFSUIBOUIF
BDUVBMRVFTUJPOCFJOHBTLFE
tUIFZOFFEUPCFBCMFUPVOEFSTUBOEBOEVTFFYBNUFSNJOPMPHZBDDVSBUFMZ
tEJTDVTTJOHXJUITUVEFOUT&YBN5FSNJOPMPHZ(MPTTBSZPG,FZ8PSETBOE5FTU
8PSEJOHXJMMBDIJFWFUIJT

To retrieve knowledge from the brain easily, it must be stored in the
memory in an organised fashion
tXIFOTUVEFOUTTBZ i*GSFF[FJOUFTUTBOEIBWFBNFOUBMCMPDL wJUNFBOTUIBU
UIFZQFSIBQTEPOUVOEFSTUBOEUIFRVFTUJPOCFJOHBTLFE IBWFOUQSFQBSFEUIPSoughly and as such have difficulty retrieving information from their memory.
tVTFQPTJUJWFTFMGUBML i*VOEFSTUBOEXIBU*NCFJOHBTLFEUPEP *LOPXIPXUP
BQQMZUIFLOPXMFEHF *WFQSFQBSFEXFMMBOEUIFSFGPSF*MMEPXFMMw

For Senior students, having a well rehearsed exam technique will reduce
anxiety and enhance their performance
tarriving for exams without any practised routines and hoping they will do
well doesn’t work
tJOUSPEVDJOHTUVEFOUTUPQSPWFOFYBNQSBDUJDFTVTJOHQBTUQBQFSTXJMMCVJME
their confidence and instil growth mindsets
tKVTUMJLFDPBDIJOHBTQPSUJOHUFBNUPEFWFMPQQMBZFSTTLJMMTTPUIFZCFDPNF
FNCFEEFEIBCJUTXIJDIUIFZDBOEFMJWFSPOHBNFEBZQSFTTVSFTJUVBUJPOT
tQSBDUJTFTUVEZJOHBUFYBNQBDFBOEVTJOHBDDVSBUFMBOHVBHFQSFQBSFTUIFN
well
tXIFOTUVEFOUTGFFMUIBUUIFZBSFJODIBSHF QPTJUJWFFNPUJPOTBOEBUUJUVEFT
FOBCMFUIFNUPTIJOF
1SBDUJTFFYBNUFTUEBZCZ
tHFUUJOHVQJOUIFNPSOJOHBOEIBWJOHBTFUSPVUJOFJODMVEJOHCSFBLGBTU
tIBWJOHDPNGPSUBCMFDMPUIFTBOETIPFTUPXFBS
tUSBWFMMJOHUPBOEBSSJWJOHBUUIFFYBNWFOVFNJOVUFTCFGPSFUIFTUBSU
tIBWJOHZPVSFRVJQNFOUSFBEZUPHP
For younger students there are a variety of reading strategies which can
be used depending on the their purpose for reading
tVTJOHUIFNXJMMJNQSPWFUIFXBZUIFZBCTPSCLOPXMFEHFBOETUPSFJUJOUIFJS
memories
tBMTPJUXJMMTBWFUIFNUJNFXIFOUIFZVOEFSTUBOEXIZUIFZBSFSFBEJOHUFYU
BOEUIFCFTUNFUIPEUPVTF
“Character consists of what you do on the third and fourth times.”
James Michener

”Don’t get activity mixed up with action” Benjamin Franklin

WEEK

38

WEEK

TEST / EXAM QUESTIONING CONFIDENCE

4$)00-%*"3:&953"$5

MIDDLE STUDENT PLANNER
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TEST QUESTIONING CONFIDENCE

EXAM / ASSESSMENT QUESTIONING CONFIDENCE

My Wellbeing Bank: Boost Positive Engagement by conﬁdently
understanding what test questions are asking.

My Wellbeing Bank: Increase Positive Engagement through
conﬁdently understanding what exam questions are asking.

Test questions are phrased in your teachers’ language, not yours.
Often students answer what they think is being asked rather than
what teachers intended. Their language must be converted into
your own words. Look at Test Wording for ideas (refer to index);
wording that opens your memory storage tanks.

Exam questions are phrased in teachers’/examiners’ language, not
yours. Often students answer what they think is being asked rather
than what the teachers/examiners intended.
To trigger brain responses to retrieve information
XMF<=JKL9F<Exam Terminology: Glossary of Key Words
XMK=9;;MJ9L=D9F?M9?=AF9DDG>QGMJKM:B=;LK
X;GFN=JLALAFLGQGMJGOFOGJ<K
XO@A;@GH=F:J9AFH9L@O9QKAFQGMJE=EGJQ
XL@AKAKO@QH9KLH9H=JK9J=KGAEHGJL9FLAFQGMJHJ=H9J9LAGF
Xread each question and write down what
it means to you in your own words
XT3@9L9E%:=AF?9KC=<LG<GY
XT3@9L9J=9G>L@=;GMJK=AKAL>JGEY
XT3@9L<G%<GUJKLY
Picture the steps you have to take:
Xdo the question to see if you can
complete them all
Xlook at your notes and texts to ﬁll
in gaps in areas you are lacking in
XT%K@GMD<@9N=<GF=L@AKZY
XT%D=>LL@AK9KH=;LGMLY
XT0@AKHGAFLD=9<KGFLGZY 
X9KCQGMJL=9;@=JK>GJ>==<:9;CGFQGMJ9HHJG9;@=K
Repeating this process for eachG>QGMJKM:B=;LKOADD
Xsee you prepared to conﬁdently answer questions which are
asked
Xyou are studying to answer questions and reach conclusions, not
accumulate knowledge.
Teachers/examiners cannot inventKM:B=;LE9L=JA9DGMLKA<=L@=
course to test you on.

Tips:
Read the questions carefully and think:
X what am I being asked to do?
X what area of the course is it from?
X what do I do ﬁrst?
Begin with the questions you can do immediately. Doing this will
give you conﬁdence.
Picture the steps you have to take:
X %OADD<GL@AKUJKL L@=FL@9LZ
X %F==<LG:=;9J=>MDFGLLGD=9N=GMLZ
X L@AKHGAFLD=9<KGFLGZ
X 9DO9QK:=HGKALAN=OAL@T;9F<GY
9F<TO9FLLGY?JGOL@EAF<K=LK
they will stimulate your memory
X if you lose focus, use Square
Breathing to breathe slowly and
deeply to regain your attention.

ACTIONS

ACTIONS

What are two things I will start doing to build my test
questioning confidence?

What are two things I will start doing to boost my confidence
in answering exam questions?

1.

1.

2.

MINDFULNESS ACTIVITY:

MINDFULNESS ACTIVITY:
37. Cooking. You are about to cook your favourite meal for your
family. What do you need and what are the steps you have to take?

RESILIENCE BUILDER

RESILIENCE BUILDER

37. Ask your family about assertive things they said and did when
faced with difﬁcult decisions in the past. Describe some situations
you think they would have needed to show assertiveness for and
what Character Strengths they would have used.

37. Self-Calming Strategies are meditation methods to calm your
inner self. After doing them describe your emotions, their intensity
and how calm you felt. Be proactive and investigate three other
forms of meditation such as yoga.

WELLBEING TIP:

WELLBEING TIP:

Happiness habits; shop where you live, get to know your
neighbours, volunteer to make our lives better.

Happiness habits; shop where you live, get to know your
neighbours, volunteer to make our lives better.
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READING EFFECTIVELY

EXAM / ASSESSMENT COMPETENCE

My Wellbeing Bank: Build Skills and Achievement by using
different ways to read.

My Wellbeing Bank: Add to Skills and Achievement through
following a disciplined and practised exam/assessment routine.

The speed at which you read depends on your purpose for
reading; why am I reading this? Reading everything the same way
is a time waster. Effective reading is choosing the best way to read.

Performing well on exams is similar to:
Xpractising to develop any skill you are well rehearsed and you
become unconsciously competent.
Use past exams to build your unconscious competence
XHJ9;LAK=<GAF?L@=>GDDGOAF?AFL@=D=9<MH
Reading Time is crucial to use well:
XMKM9DDQEAFML=K
X;9J=>MDDQJ=9<9F<MF<=JKL9F<9DDAFKLJM;LAGFK
XCFGOO@9LIM=KLAGFKLG9FKO=J9F<O@=J=LG9FKO=JL@=E
X<ANA<=QGMJLAE=9;;GJ<AF?LG9IM=KLAGFKE9JC9DDG;9LAGF
XA<=FLA>QIM=KLAGFKL@9LQGM;9F9FKO=JAEE=<A9L=DQ
XHMLL@=IM=KLAGFKAFL@=GJ<=JQGMOAK@LG<GL@=E
XQGMJ;GFU<=F;=OADD:MAD<>GJEGJ=<A>U;MDLIM=KLAGFK
The Exam Itself:
X:=?AFGFQGMJK=D=;L=<IM=KLAGFK
X<GFL<O=DDGFIM=KLAGFK@A?@DA?@LL@=ELGJ=LMJFD9L=J
XOJAL=<GOF>GJEMD9= HGAFLK9F<>9;LKAFL@=E9J?AF
X<GEMDLAHD=;@GA;= K@GJL9FKO=JIM=KLAGFK:=>GJ==KK9QK
Xonly change answers if you are absolutely sure they are wrong
Xbeware of careless mistakes; most students lose more marks
through carelessness than a lack of knowledge
X<J9O;D=9J9F<9;;MJ9L=<A9?J9EK
XHD9FQGMJ=KK9QK
XHJ9;LAK=OGJCAF?9L=P9EH9;=
XMK=9DDL@==P9ELAE=F=N=JD=9N==9JDQ 
The key word in exams is steady, not
rushed but consistently and persistently.

Following are different ways to read and their purpose:
Skimming purpose
X gaining a general idea for its usefulness
X 9IMA;CVAHL@JGM?@L@=H9?=K>GJ9FAEHJ=KKAGF 
Scanning purpose
X rapidly reading looking for key
words or phrases; then reading
that section carefully
X skipping over large areas of text.

2.

37. Cooking. You are about to cook your favourite meal for your
family. What do you need and what are the steps you have to take?

Memorising purpose
X absorbing and understanding
the information
X slow, careful, reading.
Gathering purpose
X note-taking, summarising and rereading
X steady critical reading
X identifying main points; looking for
emphasis, bias, facts.
Discovering purpose
X looking for author’s writing
genre, style and skills
X steady analytical reading.

ACTIONS

ACTIONS

What are two things I will start doing to read more effectively?

What are two things I will start doing to build my exam
routines and competence?

1.

1.

2.

2.

MINDFULNESS ACTIVITY:

MINDFULNESS ACTIVITY:

38. Favourite Animal. Close your eyes, breathe slowly and deeply
and picture your favourite animal. What are ﬁve emotions you are
feeling?

38. Favourite Animal. Close your eyes, breathe slowly and deeply
eeply
ply
and picture your favourite animal. What are ﬁve emotions you are
feeling?

RESILIENCE BUILDER

RESILIENCE BUILDER
38. Describe the ways your relationships differ between friends,
family and teachers. Name three skills you need to make each of
these relationships work well.

38. Having empathy for the needs and feelings of others and
communicating that you understand and accept these things,
builds both your and others’ wellbeing. Describe three times
you have done this well and three times someone has done this
effectively for you. Which Habits of Mind are best to use to do this?

WELLBEING TIP:

WELLBEING TIP:

Slow down and concentrate on the tastes of food; rewarding and
relaxing.

Slow down and concentrate on the tastes of food; rewarding and
relaxing.

WHAT WENT WELL THIS WEEK AND WHY?

WHAT WENT WELL THIS WEEK AND WHY?

WHAT WENT WELL THIS WEEK AND WHY?

WHAT WENT WELL THIS WEEK AND WHY?

1.

1.

1.

1.

2.
3.

Rate your wellbeing this week:

154
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2016 TEACHER USER MANUAL
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CURTIN FOOTBALL’S SUMMER PROGRAM

Loftus Recreation Centre

$VSUJO'PPUCBMMT4VNNFS1SPHSBNNBLFTPVSCFBVUJGVM
game a year round activity. Stay fit, catch up with friends
BOENFFUOFXPOFT BOEBOEIBWFGVOJOBXFMDPNJOH
GPPUCBMM BUNPTQIFSF 5IFSFT TPNFUIJOH GPS FWFSZPOF
and friends and new players are always welcome.


Social Teen Group Training Classes for 12-17 year olds!
6 week prepaid Teen Fit course for
only $66.00.
Starting Wednesday 26 October at 4:30pm

CURTIN’S FOOTBALL YOGA
$VSUJOT'PPUCBMM:PHBJTBHSFBUXBZUPCVJMEøFYJCJMity, balance, coordination and strength. For adults
QBSFOUTXFMDPNF TFOJPSQMBZFST TBOEVQ GPS
bothmen and women.
https://curtinfootball.teamapp.com/custom_pages/1150

teen


TUTORING SERVICES
.Z OBNF JT -BVDIMBO *WF SFDFOUMZ HSBEVBUFE XJUI )POPVSTGSPN68"BOE*BNOPXQSPWJEJOHUVUPSJOHTFSWJDFT
JOUIF.PVOU-BXMFZBSFB*BNPòFSJOHBGSFFTFTTJPOPG
tuition to your parents and students.
Contact info@primedtuition.com

99 Loftus St, Leederville WA 6007
PH: (08) 9227 6526
loftuscc@belgravialeisure.com.au
loftusrecreationcentre.com.au
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.BSHBSFU3JWFS(PVSNFU&TDBQFQSFTFOUFECZ"VEJ UI
November, is a unique opportunity to discover wondrous
produce, taste world-renowned wines and meet internationally celebrated chefs, food producers and winemakers
BNPOHTUUIFFYUSBPSEJOBSZOBUVSBMCFBVUZPGUIF.BSHBSFU
3JWFS3FHJPO0WFSDVMJOBSZTVQFSTUBSTGSPNBSPVOEUIF
world will share their knowledge and passion across an
abundance of mesmerising food encounters to celebrate
UIFGFTUJWBMTUIBOOJWFSTBSZ




You are invited to an
OPEN DAY
at
WA’S OLDEST FENCING CLUB –
ESTABLISHED 1955
SATURDAY 19 NOVEMBER 2016
1.30 – 3.30 PM
Learn about the weapons:
foil, epee and sabre
Learn about the actions:
En garde, parry, riposte
BEGINNER’S COURSE
COMMENCING FEBRUARY 2017





8FIBWFBHSFBUUJDLFUPòFSGPSBEJTDPVOUPOUJDLFUTUP
UIF (PVSNFU7JMMBHF  UBLJOH QMBDF BU .BSHBSFU 3JWFS (PVSNFU &TDBQF QSFTFOUFE CZ "VEJ 4JNQMZ RVPUFi(063.&5w
when booking through Ticketek! Offer applies to general
admission tickets on Sunday 20th November 2016.

